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This is a story that follows a regular
working man that happens to survive
World War Three after making just a few
low cost preparations that fit his limited
budget. He tells the story of how he
survived and what happens to him in the
aftermath as he lives through the nuclear
winter that follows. This early story was
published under the pen name of Jack
Forester. I have gone through this story
and found many of the errors and corrected
them (no Im sure I did not find them all!).
I have re-written sections and added
additional material as I have gone through
this early work of mine. As always in my
stories there is no foul language or explicit
sex though there is some violence.
My
stories are only meant to provide an
afternoon or evening of reading enjoyment.
If when reading any story you find that an
occasional grammatical error spoils your
whole experience then you may wish forgo
reading this story as I am sure some errors
can be found within it despite my best
efforts.
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